
 

                                            

 

 

 

 

Wow, what a half-term, and indeed a year, it has been! By now, the children will have received their SATs results and 

I hope they are pleased with their achievements. Hard work breeds its own rewards and those who put in the extra 

effort saw some big improvements ahead of SATs week. Good results mean greater confidence in their own abilities 

and taking tests in general, for which there will be many to come in their time at secondary school and beyond. 

However, disappointing results are not the be-all-an-end-all they are often made out to be and there is still time to 

make improvements if they put the work in. 

We were very fortunate that half the class were able to go to St Paul’s Cathedral for an amazing poetry event 

(courtesy of the National Literacy Trust) that saw three members of the class perform their amazing poems at this 

stunning landmark. Those three, along with two others in the class, will also soon become published poets in the 

anthology book to be released soon. They should be very proud of their achievements. Also courtesy of the National 

Literacy Trust, the children got to experience an incredible comic book workshop that made a real, lasting impact on 

them and their creativity.  

Whilst we’re on the subject of lasting impacts, we also have the impending end-of-year-show that we’ve been busily 

preparing for and hope the final show will be something for them to be proud of and live long in their memories. 

Canoeing and biking represented other such memories as well as providing some life skills in the process. We also 

had free bikeability sessions for some of the children that will help improve their safety on the roads. Soon we will 

have our celebration leavers’ barbecue as well as the reward of a fun trip to Rowan’s Bowling Lanes before heading 

to Finsbury Park for more good times with their classmates before many go to different secondary schools. 

It has been a great term and a fantastic year. Thank you to all the parents who have paid for amazing experiences 

like Kench Hill, bowling, canoeing and biking, and for all the effort put into ensuring they have been keeping up with 

their essential reading and doing extra work to prepare for their SATs tests. We appreciate the effort and it will no 

doubt help the children to have a brighter and happier future given the increased number of opportunities their hard 

work provides later in life.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our Values 

Respect, Kindness, Resilience, 

Integrity, Honesty and Trust 

 

Our Pledge 

 Listen and Learn  

 Do our best 

 Look after each other 

 Look after our school  

 

  

 

 

 


